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Milgard Windows & Doors Introduces New Products at IBS 2016
Tacoma, Wash. (January 11th, 2016) – Milgard Windows & Doors is introducing two new products at the
NAHB International Builders’ Show (IBS) in Las Vegas this month.
The new products are part of the innovative Milgard® Essence Series® wood windows and doors product
line, which combines the beauty of solid wood with the durability of fiberglass.
Milgard expanded on the popular product line to include two additions:


Essence Series® swing doors – The newest door in the product line comes in a variety of
configurations and features a newly designed handle in seven finishes. The swing door is crafted
for superior performance with a design pressure DP40 air, water and structural rating.



Essence Series® radius casement window – The newest window in the product line is available in
radius and gable operable casement styles and designed with a durable phenolic exterior that
allows more flexibility for custom shapes. The Essence Series radius casement window is
designed for a clean, streamlined look and features concealed hinges and an innovative
folding/nesting handle that tucks away when not in use.

Both products beautifully complement existing styles within Essence Series® with a solid wood interior
in Clear Vertical Grain Douglas Fir, Natural Pine or Primed Pine and durable fiberglass exterior in 16
powder-coated colors.
“We designed the new offerings in direct response to consumer demand,” said Chad Martinez, product
manager for Essence Series® windows and doors at Milgard. “The new swing door and the radius
casement window add further depth to the Essence Series® product line. They not only have beautifully
intricate details, but are crafted using cutting edge technology.”
The new products come with the Milgard Full Lifetime Warranty including Glass Breakage Coverage. See
the products for the first time at the Milgard booth #C9334 at the International Builders Show 2016.
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Milgard Windows & Doors, a Masco company based in Tacoma, Washington, offers a full line of vinyl,
wood, fiberglass and aluminum windows and patio doors for builders, dealers and homeowners, all
backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty, including parts and labor. The company has been recognized for
manufacturing the nation’s highest quality vinyl windows eight times in a yearly survey sponsored by
Hanley-Wood Inc., publishers of BUILDER Magazine. Milgard has approximately 3,800 dealer locations
nationwide. For more information, visit milgard.com or call 1.800.MILGARD.
About Masco Corporation
Headquartered in Taylor, Michigan, Masco Corporation (NYSE: MAS) is one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of brand-name consumer products for the home and family. For more information, visit
masco.com or call 313.274.7400.
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